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1. (Draft) Introduction 

This book is an exercise in the history of economic ideas and, more specifically, the idea of 

an 'informal economy'. Informality is a phenomenon closely associated with the project of 

economic development -- an initiative launched by the victors of the Second World War and 

supported by global institutions created to frame a new international system. While concern 

for economic development had its genesis in classical political economy (most particularly, 

in Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations) it had been eclipsed for generations by the 'marginalist 

revolution' associated with neoclassical economics. At its best, the study of development is 

an inter-disciplinary project, because (as economist and Nobel laureate John Hicks 

observed) 'it is not a formal or theoretical subject. It is a practical subject which must expect 

to call upon any branch of theory (including non-economic, for instance sociological, theory) 

which has any relevance to it'.  

If Hicks' contention is accepted, it is fitting that an anthropologist should have introduced 

the idea of informality to post-war economists operating within the dominant neoclassical 

paradigm. Keith Hart had hoped to leaven the abstractions of orthodox economic theory 

with insights drawn from direct ethnographic observation of human behaviour. Although we 

now recognize that the operations of informal economy were already apparent in the earlier 

economic history of capitalist states and their colonial dependencies, Hart's recognition and 

description of informality reflected the new, purposive development agenda and the reality 

of its uneven and halting progress. His observation of livelihoods in the erratic economic 

circumstances of independent Ghana in the 1960s provided the raw materials from which 

the notion of an 'urban informal sector' was constructed.  

The history of ideas suggests that although Hart's conception may have crystallized a 

particular understanding of livelihoods his idea of informality in market exchange was likely 

to have had precedents. A number of earlier observers should be considered Hart's 

intellectual forerunners. Among these, three are discussed here who anticipated the idea of 

informal economic activity and described it in particular historical periods and places. They 

were the mid-Victorian journalist Henry Mayhew (London, c.1850), the libertarian 

economist P T Bauer (British West Africa, c.1948) and the economic anthropologist R F 

Salisbury (colonial New Guinea, c.1952-1963). Hart has acknowledged the influence of a 

number of others, including Clifford Geertz and Oscar Lewis. This body of 'precursor' 

research is analysed to serve as introduction to an account of Hart's work in post-colonial 

West Africa -- the direct inspiration for the present writer's own research in colonial PNG. 

Only later was the idea of informality examined (by Hart and others) in a wider range of 

settings, including contexts such as de-industrialization and globalization. Going beyond 

Hart's original concern with 'developing' countries in transition from agrarian economy, 

subsequent speculations have encompassed late- and post-industrial societies. Such 
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 applications of informality are beyond the scope of this study, which remains focussed on 

Hart's early concern for emerging polities, and for the relationships between economic 

development and informality in new states.  

The geographic locus of this book is a particular new state, Papua New Guinea (PNG), which 

achieved independence from Australia in 1975. This largest political entity in the Melanesian 

cultural region, with a rich corpus of anthropological documentation, is proposed here as 

the setting for a series of case studies on the emergence of informal economic activity. The 

reasons for choosing PNG are partly serendipitous, partly provocative. The author's own 

career has included a lengthy period spent in PNG as a rather conventional neoclassical 

economist, during which he met Keith Hart. This was in 1972, very soon after Hart had 

begun to publish his findings. Beyond that fortuitous circumstance, it also emerged that 

PNG posed something of a conundrum for Hart's informality proposition. Hence the 

opportunity for provocation, taken up here in a detailed study of the circumstances Hart 

encountered in PNG. Explaining that situation requires a narrative spanning a century from 

the beginning of its modern history to political independence (with some backtracking to 

the pre-modern history of trade and exchange between Asia and Melanesia).   

Although the fledgling state was among the first countries in which economic informality 

became the subject of serious policy discussion, it emerged that Hart and his colleagues, 

members of a visiting World Bank/UNDP team, were unable to find any substantial evidence 

of urban informal economic activity in PNG's towns. They had to content themselves with 

reporting that rural informality 'shows signs of becoming well-developed'. No matter that 

Hart had caused scales to drop from the eyes of policymakers in Africa, Asia and Latin 

America, forcing them to acknowledge the legions of previously unheeded urban informal 

workers on their doorsteps. His conundrum emerged with the realization that PNG, almost 

the first country in which he proposed leveraging equitable human development from this 

supposed stock of human potential, proved on inspection to have no such launching pad. 

Nonetheless the possibilities of a thriving informal economy captured the imagination of the 

country's small intelligentsia, so that after Hart's departure it was decided, in a problematic 

attempt at 'formalizing the informal', that informality would have to be created in PNG as an 

act of conscious public policy.  

Prior to 1975 PNG was an Australian colony and much of the formal analysis of its traditional 

agrarian economy was conducted by Australian neoclassical economists, most notably E K 

Fisk. His notion of subsistence affluence was influential in the late colonial period and may 

have provided at least a partial answer to Hart's conundrum. Subsistence affluence found 

some precedent in the work of Richard Salisbury (who influenced Fisk) and other 

anthropologists including Marcel Mauss and Marshall Sahlins. Fisk stood in a line of classical 

economists, including W A Lewis, Hla Myint and Peter Bauer (all owing much to Adam 

Smith) although a strict adherence to neoclassical assumptions and method marked his own  
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formal analysis. From the 1960s, Fisk's ideas came to be influential among economists and 

formalist anthropologists working on the Pacific from a base in the Australian National 

University, as well as influencing policies applied by the colonial government. 

Some support for the application of 'Fiskian' method to PNG rural economy may be drawn 

from a little-known study of New Guinea Stone Age Trade by Ian Hughes, providing a sense 

of that propensity to 'truck, barter and exchange' which Adam Smith had believed to be 

innate to humanity. On the other hand, a critique of Fisk from a Maussian perspective by 

Chris Gregory challenged the idea of 'subsistence' economy as a misconception, of 

subsistence 'affluence' as a chimera and of commercial exchange as a misnomer in 

traditional society. For orthodox economists the significance of an affluent subsistence 

sector seemed to lie in an untapped margin of resources hidden within it, whittled away 

over time by population growth. But so long as a degree of 'affluence' remained, this had 

implications for the willingness of Papua New Guineans to engage in the market economy 

and to 'hustle' for a living in urban informal economic activities. Notwithstanding Hart's own 

severe reservations concerning the value of this Fiskian construct, rural affluence seems to 

offer at least a partial explanation of his conundrum.  

The suggestion of some singularity in Melanesian economic behaviour invites speculation: 

why did that behaviour appear so different from the getting of livelihoods in Melanesia's 

near Asian neighbours? The question is examined here by considering the contrast between 

two stylized cultural entities, Monsoon Asia (where the informal economy was notably 

dynamic) and Melanesia (where by Hart's account it was limited in scope and contribution 

to livelihoods). The territory of Papua (occupying the western half of the island of New 

Guinea, claimed by the Majapahit empire of Java from the fourteenth century, and later by 

the Dutch and now by Indonesia) is presented as the meeting point of these two stylized 

entities. Papua may be seen as an historical zone of transition between the ceremonial 

exchange of Melanesia and the system of trade and tribute imposed on Papuans by Asian 

traders and Moluccan sultanates. Limited economic specialization and exchange in 

Melanesia is shown as contrasting with the Asian household economy, enmeshed in 

complex social hierarchies and systems of occupational differentiation. Reasons are offered 

here for accepting a degree of Melanesian singularity, in terms of the absence from its 

traditional societies of market exchange and specialized intermediation. Not only was 'The 

market' absent from traditional PNG, neither were there any professional traders. This 

absence raises serious questions concerning the extent to which pre-modern 'trade' in 

Melanesia constituted any preparation for engagement with 'The market'. 

Three colonialisms (Dutch, German/Australian and British/Australian) were experienced on 

the 'big island' of New Guinea and the nearby Bismarck Archipelago. In the northeast 

quadrant of the big island, German (later, Australian) New Guinea had the characteristics of 

a classic plantation economy linked to nineteenth century metropolitan industrial capital. 

British (later, Australian) Papua in the southeast quadrant had been intended to achieve 

that status but fell short. Instead it limped along, dependent on metropolitan subsidies, 
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grudgingly provided. By contrast, Dutch New Guinea (the 'Papua' of stylized Monsoon Asia, 

in the western half of the island) never amounted to more than an outpost of eighteenth 

century mercantile capitalism. This study gives it little attention, since the elements of 

indigenous market economy and bureaucratic regulation necessary for the emergence of 

Hart's informality were absent from Dutch New Guinea until almost the end of its colonial 

period.  

The two eastern colonies were governed bureaucratically by administrations which 

attempted to acculturate their indigenous inhabitants to market economic dealings. The 

case of German New Guinea is of particular interest because Hart defined informality in 

relation to the operations of bureaucracy, referring to the imperial Reich as a model. He 

noted Hegel's assertion of the importance of 'an educated bureaucratic elite' in pursuing 

German 'national interest' and followed Max Weber in attributing the emergence of 

nineteenth century German bureaucracy to an 'alliance between Rhineland capitalists and 

Prussian bureaucracy’. From German unification until the First World War, German national 

interest came to require an overseas colonial empire. To accomplish this Bismarck and his 

successors had to overcome British 'preclusive colonialism', clearly evident in New Guinea. 

In search of raw materials and export markets, a bureaucracy directed from Berlin defined 

and prescribed formality in the economic affairs of the colony. By simple opposition, this 

also identified what Hart called informal economic activity -- behaviour non-conforming in 

terms of the Teutonic bureaucratic orthodoxy. Many instances of such nonconformity in 

colonial PNG are characterized in this study by a metaphor of pushback against bureaucratic 

authority. Pushback is shown to result from the unwillingness or inability of a people subject 

to bureaucratic regulation to conform with a dominant economic orthodoxy.   

Traders, missionaries and officials carried cultural baggage to newly-acquired dependencies 

such as German New Guinea and British Papua. At the popular level many believed (as an 

historian observed) 'that the villagers of New Guinea were inferior human beings, less 

intelligent and deserving treatment appropriate for children or even animals'. By contrast, 

educated German officials were influenced (in however etiolated a fashion) by the thinking 

of nineteenth century German 'historical' economists who held that Naturalwirtschaft  -- a 

‘natural economy' -- typified livelihood activity in many such pre-capitalist social formations. 

There, what Adam Smith had called the 'propensity to truck, barter and exchange' might be 

observed. Hildebrand's 'evolutionary model of economic forms', moving successively 

between stages of 'natural economy, money economy and credit economy', was 

representative of such German theorizing, while Lieutenant-Governor Hubert Murray in 

'Anglo' Papua was also influenced by social-evolutionary thought.  

When early attempts at economic compulsion failed, more enlightened administrators 

considered alternative means of encouraging indigenous market economic activity. Whether 

based on brutality or incentive, however, colonial 'native policy' was always likely to 

encounter pushback. Pragmatism in German New Guinea secured notably more 

'marketization' than was ever achieved in the paternalistic social and policy framework of 
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'Anglo' Papua, but deeper questions remained. These are posed here in terms of an 

opposition between Adam Smith's view of 'aboriginal' trade as due to a natural human 

tendency to 'truck and barter' and a Maussian conception of exchange as the product of 

socially regulated customs. In considering this opposition another concept, the idea of 

hybridity in economic behaviour, is interposed between Hart's states of formality and 

informality as a key to understanding Melanesian economic behaviour. 

Forming the larger part of the book, case studies of three colonial urban places and their 

hinterlands are presented. These examine Hart's conundrum in Rabaul (headquarters of 

German New Guinea), Port Moresby (the 'Anglo-Papuan' central place), and Goroka (in the 

highlands region). While Goroka's colonial history dated only from the 1930s, the others 

experienced a century or more of European influence. The hinterlands of Rabaul and Goroka 

were 'lucky places' enjoying favourable resource endowments, whereas Port Moresby was 

located in an economically unpromising zone and had to make its own luck. Rabaul had the 

additional advantage of an immigrant Chinese population. Recruited as workers by colonial 

capital, these quickly became independently-employed and demonstrated to Rabaul's 

Melanesian population the entrepreneurial energy of Monsoon Asia. Chinese stimulated 

local participation in 'The market' by providing distributive services suited to indigenous 

needs and by showing them how to make money while skirting around bureaucratic norms.  

The political economy of indigenous participation in market economic activity is examined 

most closely in the case study of the coffee economy of Goroka. As subsistence Gorokan 

cultivators adopted coffee production they interacted with newly-established white planters 

and an Australian administrative cadre. The values and goals of the latter group were 

sometimes too closely aligned with those of private settlers to serve as a model of Weberian 

impersonal bureaucracy, although their vigour and enterprise contributed to the remarkably 

rapid adoption of permanent tree-cropping by native Gorokans. The resulting social change 

and increasing economic differentiation among Gorokans have been analysed extensively, 

often from a Marxian perspective.  Most observers agree that from the mid-1940s, when 

Gorokans were introduced to monetized economic activity, and to the establishment soon 

after of 'European' commercial plantations and Gorokan coffee smallholdings, indigenous 

people moved with remarkable speed to accommodate themselves to market norms. 

Against this consensus it is argued here that, together with the phenomenon of widespread 

informality, the occurrence of hybridity in Gorokan market dealings suggests an alternative 

conclusion. The triumph of capitalism by the time of Independence in 1975 may have been 

exaggerated, due to the operation of an uneasy trio of formality, informality and hybridity. 

In this respect, the experience of colonial Goroka has broader significance, and is of 

continuing relevance to independent Papua New Guinea.                    
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